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Facebook, Summer 2006

Jim Jill Joe Jenny Jack

Josh

To view activity, I had to go to and view each profile in turn.





Facebook News Feed, Fall 2006

Jim Jill Joe Jenny Jack

Instead of visiting profiles, I could simply visit a single page (my news feed)

Josh’s News Feed



Facebook News Feed, Fall 2006

1. Same information as always.

2. Only a change to the interface.

3. Aggregation made all the difference.

4. People starting thinking about privacy differently.

5. Security by obscurity is taken for granted.

6. Overall activity increased dramatically.

By showing new activity in a single screen, Facebook changed everything.











What is an activity stream?

1. A temporally-based interface/screen showing a flow 
of information 

2. Consists of many kinds of activity-objects

3. Often shows newest items at the top

4. Vertical flow

5. Based on subscription or follow model

6. Displays both personal and social information



What objects are in activity streams?

1. Status updates

2. Bookmarks, favorites, likes

3. Blog posts

4. Tweets

5. Pictures & videos

6. Movie recommendations

7. Reviews

8. Purchases

9. Alerts, notifications, announcements

(Basically anything)





The Fire-hose feeling

Characterized by a feeling of 
being overwhelmed with content. 

People don’t feel in control. 

Too much content to process.



Amplifying Save, share, favorite, more like this



Damping Hide, block, unsubscribe, delete message



Damping Hide, block, unsubscribe, delete message



Smart Algorithm
Two types of filtering: Implicit vs. Explicit

Explicit

Implicit
(mostly)



Streams in the Enterprise

1. Sometimes people can’t miss stuff.

2. All content is not created equal.

3. It very much matters who shared what.

4. Privacy is just as important (groups, etc)

5. Overall security is important.

6. Projects and other groupings become more important



Case Study: Broadcast Messages in Socialcast

Visually distinctive
*Breaks* following rules
Messages seen by everyone

Idea generated after observing 
current practices and use cases.

Otherwise the same



Trends in Streams

Avatars

Services as logos

Implicit assumption of posts

Conversions in aggregate/threaded

Real-time

Single, persistent open share field 

Private group-like functionality

Ad-hoc sharing activities (one-time streams, etc)

Stream as sharable object

Email digests

Alerts and notifications within the stream

Outside objects in stream (ads, news, etc) 

Ratings, reviews, and other signalling objects

Everything in the stream

Statistics/Metrics

Streams as APIs (imported content)



Trending Topics & Tracking



IxDA.org

Aggregating activity in sidebar

Focused on who said what (identity)

Let’s people track conversations



Trend: Stream of visitors



Trend: Inline getting started



Trend: Seeding the stream



Trend: Aggregate/Threaded Conversations



Trend: Aggregate/Threaded Conversations



Trend: Getting Started Inline



Trend: Stream as Sharable Object



Trend: Pre-selected following options



Trend: Friendfeed’s Use of Avatars over time



Trend: Friendfeed’s Use of Avatars over time



Trend: Friendfeed’s Use of Avatars over time



1. After Rypple added avatars to emails, 
response rate improved between 15 and 
20%.

2. “Organizations running Rypple Enterprise 
who branded Rypple with their corporate 
logo and colors saw a 22% increase in 
response rates over those who had not!”

Evidence of the Power of Avatars

http://rypple.com/blog/2009/09/21/uploading-your-logo/

(client)

Avatars are powerful presence indicators that drive activity.

http://rypple.com/blog/2009/09/21/uploading-your-logo/
http://rypple.com/blog/2009/09/21/uploading-your-logo/


“
Jan Pikorski - Harvard Business School

People just love to look at pictures...that's 
the killer app of all online social 
networks. Seventy percent of all actions 
are related to viewing pictures or viewing 
other people's profiles.
http://hbswk.hbs.edu/item/6156.html
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twitter:  @bokardo

Twitter: bokardo

email:  porter@bokardo.com
web:  http://bokardo.com

Thank you!
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